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this map is entitled “Kunyu Wanguo Quantu” or A Map 
of the Myriad Countries of the World�� � � ;OL� 1LZ\P[�
priest Matteo Ricci created this world map upon request 
of the Ming Emperor Wanli.  Ricci was assisted by Zhong 
Wentao, Li Zhizao, and other Chinese scholars.  Not 
^PZOPUN� [V�VќLUK�[OL�*OPULZL�^OV�ILSPL]LK�[OH[�*OPUH�
was at the center of the world, Ricci moved China from 
the eastern fringes of his world map towards the center, 
placing the American continent to the right and the 
European and African continents to the left.  However, 
since there are six panels in Ricci’s world map, the 
panels can be rearranged so that any part of the world 
can be placed at the center.  This map shows Hainan 
Island as the southernmost territory of China.  
This digital reproduction is from the U.S. Library of 
Congress (Catalogue No. 2010585650; Digital ID g3200 
ex000006Za,b and g3200m gex00001).

f. Published sometime between 1606 and 1624 during 
the Ming Dynasty, this map is called the Selden Map of China 
ILJH\ZL�P[�^HZ�ILX\LH[OLK�I`�1VOU�:LSKLU�[V�[OL�)VKSLPHU�
Library of the University of Oxford in 1659. The maker of the 
map is an unknown Chinese. The map shows China, South 
Asia, Southeast Asia, and East Asia.   The South China Sea 
is conspicuously at the center of the map. The map shows 
China with Hainan as its southernmost territory.   This 
KPNP[HS�YLWYVK\J[PVU�PZ�MYVT�[OL�)VKSLPHU�3PIYHY`�VM�[OL�<UP]LYZP[`�
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about the map itself.  First, China is not shown as the center 
of the world but as part of Southeast Asia and East Asia. For 
[OPZ�YLHZVU��[OPZ�THW�PZ�WYVIHIS`�UV[�HU�VѝJPHS�THW�VM�[OL�4PUN�
Dynasty. Second, this map shows the shipping trade routes, 
with compass bearings, in South Asia, Southeast Asia, and East 
Asia. Trade routes had not previosuly appeared in any Chinese 
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